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6.4
million
refugees
abroad across
Europe

According to the UN, about 12 million people 
may be affected by the war in Ukraine

6.3 
 million
forced migrants
within Ukraine

Educational institutions - 659 damaged,
74 - completely destroyed.
Vocational education institutions - 45
damaged, 5 – completely destroyed.
Institutions of professional higher
education 22 - damaged, 1 - completely
destroyed.
Higher education institutions 18 -
damaged, 1 – completely destroyed.
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Our main aim 

to collect data about how the war
changed plans and usual daily lives
of those who work in editorial
services, how significantly it
impacts their job and work.
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The idea belongs to 

Questionnaire was made together by
Maryna Zhenchenko and Iryna Izarova 

We work all together 
with  
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The target population - 1447 
science journals 



The survey  period:
from 25 May 2022 to 20 August 2022, in
two stages

The first stage  

Emails were sent during
May 25-27, 2022 to
1,355 addresses from
the e-mail database of
scientific journals. 

160 
 answers

Interim results

Presented at the 16th EASE General
Assembly and Conference (Valencia,
Spain, 24-26 June, 2022)
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The second stage
 

On August 7-10, 2022, the
questionnaire was re-sent
to 1,209 editorial offices.

This lead to almost double
the number of responses.

In general, from out of 
1,209 invitations to

participate, we received
only 160 answers, 13,2%

of all. 



Subject areas
of the science
journals
Founder and
publisher of
the science
journals. 
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  technical sciences (25.2%), 
economical science (12.6%), 
physical-mathematical sciences (11.3%), 
biological sciences (11.3%), 
pedagogical sciences (10.6%), 
historical sciences (10.6%), 
medical sciences (9.3%), 
agricultural sciences (8.6%), 
chemical sciences (6%), 
philological sciences (5.3 %),  
other sciences  –  less than 5%. 

Founder and
publisher of
the science

journals

 
state universities - 88.8% 

state scientific institutions - 6.3%, 
commercial organizations - 3.1% and 

private universities - 1.9 %.



Figure 1. The
geographical
location of the
respondents
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Figure 2. The
change of the
geographical
location of the
editors who
stayed in
Ukraine
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Figure 3.
Editorial
positions 
of the
respondents
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Figure 4. The
type of
cooperation
with the
editorial office
before and
after start
war
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Impact of war 



Changes in
the structure

of editorial
offices, the

organization
of the

editorial and
publishing

process
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the staff of the editorial staff was reduced – 16 (10%);

had to organize remote work of editorial office, as some of the employees left

abroad – 38 (23.8%);

the periodicity of journal issues was violated – 34 (21.3%);

the number of articles decreased – 71 (44.4%);

the number of articles increased – 6 (3.8%);

the topic of articles has changed (the number of studies in the context of wartime

has increased) – 25 (15.6%);

the review procedure became more complicated: a significant number of

permanent reviewers found themselves in the combat zone, accordingly, the time

to search for reviewers increased –  2 (1.3%);

the journal temporarily suspended its activity – 3 (1.9%);

the journal closed – 2 (1.3%).

12 editors (7.5%) answered that there were no changes 
63 (39.4%) chose the answer "no significant changes"

 85 respondents (53.1%) noted changes, in particular:



Transformation
of the business

model 
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77 respondents (48.1%) indicated that the cost of publication is paid
 by the author, 

 
 70 (43.8%) chose the option with payment of the cost of publication 

of the article by the founder of the journal

More than 90% (147 out of 160) of journals are 
Open Access journals

Individual answers from the item "other" clearly demonstrate the unity and
mutual assistance of Ukrainians in the fight against russian aggression, for
example: "we make a free of charge to support our scientists" or "we

are looking for opportunities to reduce or cancel payment for
authors from the territories affected by the war".



Transformation
of the business

model 
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 The war caused a significant decrease in the income levels of the population,
accordingly, the authors do not always have the funds to pay the cost of

publishing the article. 
In view of this, 9 scientific journals (5.6%) changed their business model and

moved from payment for publication by authors  to payment by the founder
(university) in order to support scientists.

 



"How, in your
opinion, will your
financial situation
change during
the next 6
months?" 
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The forms of support from the editorial office
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Only 5.6 % of the respondents received financial help, 
2.5% received moral help, 

 
54.8% received no special support, 

among them 43.4% are happy to receive the salary in a timely manner, 
9.4% identified as support the fact that the editorial office keeps salary ; 

27.5% emphasized that they work on a volunteer basis and do not receive a salary for their work. 
.
 



Stressful
situations
experienced by
editors or
members of their
families
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сonflict of disruption of relationship with relatives
from the aggressor state – 36 (22.5%)

members of the family are enrolled in the military
forces of Ukraine – 23 (14.4%)

illnesses – 15 (9.4%)

damaged house / accomodation – 12 (7.5%)

death of relatives or close people – 11 (6.9%)

loss of house/ accomodation – 6 (3.8%)

loss of work – 5 (3.1%)



The feelings and
experiences of
the editors
caused by the
war
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"What do you
do to
overcome
stress and
restore
psychological
balance"?
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International editorial associations
membership and support of foreign colleagues

14

Only 13 respondents (8.1%) are members of Ukrainian Editors’ Associations,  7 (4.4%) –  EASE, 
and 3 (1.9%) – other association, in particular: International Society of Managing and Technical
Editors, Ukrainian Library Association, Ukrainian Council of Science Editors. 

 
.
 

Ukrainian Editors’
Association

EASE



International editorial associations
membership and support of foreign colleagues
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However, 23.1% of the respondents chose the answer «No, but
considered» regarding admission to Ukrainian Editors’ Associations,
  and 19.4% – to EASE.

 Ukrainian Editors’ Association EASE



The international
support of
Ukrainian
scientists
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In respect of international support of Ukrainian scientists, 
47 (29.4%) respondents answered that they received help within
international collaboration. 
81 (50.6%) did not seek such a support and 
32 (20%) asked for support but did not receive it.



From international
organizations, Ukrainian
editors expect 
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invitations to participate in joint scientific projects
(110; 68.8%), 

financial support (96; 60%) and 

the possibility of internships in foreign editorial
offices of scientific periodicals (65; 40.6%).



Conclusions
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support of the international community;

practical recommendations for the editors who faced war; 

continue research, collect data and maintain surveys for
identifying current problems and focusing on it.

We have to keep high quality human resources and to develop
international standards of scholarly publishing in Ukraine.

We need:



Thank you!Thank you!

irina.izarova@knu.ua
mizhenchenko@knu.ua
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